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Abstract The growing number of students can be a challenge for teaching visualization lectures, super-
vision, evaluation, and grading. Moreover, designing visualization courses by matching the different
experiences and skills of the students is a major goal in order to find a common solvable task for all of them.
Particularly, the given task is important to follow a common project goal, to collaborate in small project
groups, but also to further experience, learn, or extend programming skills. In this article, we survey our
experiences from teaching 116 student project groups of 6 bachelor courses on information visualization
with varying topics. Moreover, two teaching strategies were tried: 2 courses were held without lectures and
assignments but with weekly scrum sessions (further denoted by TS1) and 4 courses were guided by weekly
lectures and assignments (further denoted by TS2). A total number of 687 students took part in all of these 6
courses. Managing the ever growing number of students in computer and data science is a big challenge in
these days, i.e., the students typically apply a design-based active learning scenario while being supported
by weekly lectures, assignments, or scrum sessions. As a major outcome, we identified a regular supervision
either by lectures and assignments or by regular scrum sessions as important due to the fact that the students
were relatively unexperienced bachelor students with a wide range of programming skills, but nearly no
visualization background. In this article, we explain different subsequent stages to successfully handle the
upcoming problems and describe how much supervision was involved in the development of the visual-
ization project. The project task description is given in a way that it has a minimal number of requirements
but can be extended in many directions while most of the decisions are up to the students like programming
languages, visualization approaches, or interaction techniques. Finally, we discuss the benefits and draw-
backs of both teaching strategies.
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1 Introduction

Traditional courses at a university can have varying sizes ranging from only a few students up to several
hundreds. Teaching those and finding grades for them in the end is more or less a straightforward process.
The teacher might give weekly lectures and a final written exam about the content of the lecture results in
the final grade for each individual student.

However, a programming course with up to more than a couple of a hundred of students has other
requirements than the standard lectures or visualization projects (Dias et al. 2008; Niklas and Ebert 2012;
Müller et al. 2012). To achieve a realistic process, the students should work together to find a common
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solution to the programming problem which is a real-life scenario in software development (Hilburn and
Humphrey 2002). This working together in a team (Domik 2009) means weekly collaborations between the
students while properly distributing the work among the individuals. Finally, merging the individual
solutions into a common end solution can become a tedious and challenging task that has to be managed by
the students themselves, but extra surveillance and support is also important from the perspective of the
teacher and supervisors.

There are several major steps to be aware of when such projects should lead to successful results with
growing numbers of students in the future. Building the groups of students, supervising them, finding the
right project, keeping them working at a high engagement level, or doing the evaluation and grading during
and after the course are only a few major aspects that have to be considered in such large-size programming
and visualization lectures. Moreover, other organizational challenges have to be managed like assigning
tutors and supervisors, fixing and reminding them of deadlines, answering emails quickly, participating in
discussions, or finding rooms and time slots for the individual groups.

In this article, we describe two different teaching and educational strategies focusing on information
visualization topics (Ware 2004), instead of just one teaching strategy as in the original paper (Burch and
Melby 2019). Both strategies were successfully applied to 6 bachelor courses with a total number of 687
students working in 116 project groups. More than 95% of the students had a computer and data science
background, but even a few studied philosophy, psychology, or industrial design. All 6 courses ran for about
10 weeks in the time period of April 23, 2018, to February 9, 2020. Roughly half a year before each course
started, basic information about it was announced in the university-internal Osiris system in which students
could decide to enroll or not, based on the provided information, i.e., the only knowledge the students had
about the programming project was the general topic, the task to be solved, and the grading strategy. The
entire development process was then stepwisely given, starting with a kick-off meeting for TS1 (or a first
lecture for TS2) to not overwhelm the students right from the beginning. The students had to do self-study as
part of an active learning process (Prince 2004), even if weekly lectures were given, while they could
contact tutors, supervisors, or the lecturer all the time. The lecturer follows the open door policy, meaning
students can visit and ask whenever they wish, but they could also find regularly an updated information in
Canvas, the university-internal learning management system.

The major lessons learned from a teacher perspective were that in general both strategies were successful
which was not clear right from the beginning due to the freedom that was provided to the students. The
major task of the teacher was to find a good balance between this freedom while at the same time keeping
them busy, working, and engaged, targeting a common goal of solving the given project task. However,
most of the students felt well-supervised and the tasks were clear most of the time (as reported verbally but
also in the course evaluations). Also, the collaboration among the group members worked nearly perfectly in
all of the groups. Most of the upcoming questions could be handled either on the lowest supervision level for
TS1, i.e., by the group-assigned tutors who are second year students or by the feedback from the lecturer in
TS2. However, negative points have been figured out like missing tutors’ knowledge about information
visualization or programming experiences, facts that could either be solved by the students themselves, or by
making usage of the internal supervision hierarchy, i.e., asking the supervisors (responsible for the tutors) or
even the lecturer.

As a final result, 633 students passed the courses, 101 with the highest grade of 10. They generated many
more visualizations and interaction features than they had to build in the course (see Fig. 1 for some nice
examples from one of the courses) which is also a hint that they enjoyed the visualization courses.

2 Related work

Teaching students in visualization courses (Domik and Scateni 2009) is a challenging task, in particular, if
those are relatively unexperienced bachelor students with a variety of skills and if the number goes into the
hundreds. This difficulty is also caused by the variety of existing visualizations, algorithms, methodologies,
and interactions (Domik et al. 2012; Domik and Fischer 2011; Owen et al. 2013), but also by the ways to
design, build, and implement a functioning visualization system as a result of a programming project in a
collaborative manner (Domik 2009). Finding the right balanced strategy to make the course successful for
the students but also for the teacher and supervisors while reaching the learning objectives can become a
tedious task and requires a lot of prior planning, meetings, and discussions. The major problem lies in the
decisions that have to be made beforehand, i.e., without a lot of knowledge about the students who enrolled
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in the course. Moreover, if the course only runs over 8–10 weeks of time, it can be hard to let them
implement a system from which they do not really know if and how it could meet the aforementioned
requirements.

However, we got inspired by the approach by Beyer et al. (2016) since our course setups have similar
preconditions; however, we have two teaching strategies, either with weekly lectures and assignments (TS2)
or without them but with weekly scrum sessions (TS1). Moreover, we must follow a more compressed time
schedule [not like in traditional long-durating visualization courses (Müller et al. 2012) or running over one
semester (Domik 2012)]. The students typically have only 8–10 weeks to finish all tasks, while the pro-
gramming task will actually be started a bit later, meaning only up to 8 weeks remain for that. This
additional limitation in form of time pressure demands for a well-designed course setup in terms of teaching
skills like programming and visualization background (Derry and Fischer 2005). Similar to the approach by
Beyer et al. (2016), we follow an active learning model (Motschnig et al. 2016) that forces the students to
do collaborative group work, discuss tasks, split them into subtasks, distribute those among the group
members, and merge the results into the final product (Evans et al. 2014). Active learning leads to an
improvement in students’ thinking and writing as summarized by Bonwell and Eison (1991). Following the
guidelines by Prince (2004), our visualization courses focus on collaborative, cooperative, and problem-
based learning. However, from a programming and visualization perspective we let the students decide
which methods to use while Beyer et al. limited the programming environment to JavaScript and D3.

To reach everybody’s weekly goals, the students have to do self-studies, like finding the relevant
literature, reading, or watching self-found online tutorials, and reflect on the findings in the weekly group
meetings, either scheduling those themselves or being guided by scrum sessions and regular tutor meetings.
On the negative side, McKeachie (1972) argued that the improvements of discussion over lectures are small.
However, to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the knowledge gaining process, for one teaching
strategy we gave extra scrum sessions (Mahnic and Drnovscek 2014). Those also told them how to do
regular stand-up meetings to inform everybody about the results, hence focusing on collaboration, coop-
eration, and problem solving. The scrumming activities support the students in learning how to function as a
team since this can be regarded as a real-life scenario and all can benefit from teaching teamwork (Hilburn
and Humphrey 2002), not only the project group members but also the tutors. In teaching strategy TS1, we
even went one step further than most of the courses held in the past in a way that we actually do not have an
accompanying lecture, but the task is only given once in a 45 min kick-off meeting, making it a real
problem-based learning task (Woods et al. 2000). In the teaching strategy TS2, we regularly update the
project status by weekly assignments and lectures.

After a kick-off meeting in TS1, the students are left alone for the next coming weeks, in the sense that
they have to get active and ask for help whenever required. To give support and have a surveillance tool,
each group is assigned a tutor who meets the group twice a week. Since the tutors are typically not well
trained in education tasks and have less teaching and technical experience, we used a supervision hierarchy
of people to reduce the message flow between the students and the lecturer. In most courses, also in the
teaching strategy TS2, a flat supervision hierarchy is chosen like in the approach by Beyer et al. (2016) in

Fig. 1 A small selection of a large repertoire of 125 created hierarchy visualizations, results from one visualization course with
teaching strategy TS1 with 272 students focusing on the topic of hierarchy visualization: the students got supervised and guided
by weekly scrum sessions and two weekly 30 min meetings with student assistants as tutors. Two visualizations had to be
implemented for each group (i.e., 80 in total), but actually, they built many more, showing engagement in the visualization
course
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which 15 students are assigned one teaching assistant who is available once per week. In our course setups,
the teaching assistants (tutors) are available in the group meetings twice per week and each has to supervise
between 20 and 30 students in 3–4 groups. However, in TS2 there are no tutors involved, the lecturer is the
only supervisor.

3 Teaching strategies

Starting such visualization courses was a bit challenging since the lecturer never gave courses with that
many bachelor students before. Since he recently moved from another university in a different country, the
educational concepts had to be adapted while also the reduced teaching period (from 16 to 8 weeks) had to
be taken into account, finally leading to two new teaching concepts combining lots of novel ideas, some of
them already adapted in other courses of similar sizes at the university. The teaching concepts included
scrum sessions without further guidance by weekly lectures and assignments (TS1) and weekly guidance by
lectures and assignments (TS2).

3.1 Course scope and students

The students were bachelor students from different study fields and departments, with computer science and
data science as the major ones. This new aspect in education meant that the courses had to be adapted to the
varying skills and experiences of the students, with programming skills in different programming languages
among the most difficult aspects. Also, the general topics of the courses which were information visual-
ization and interaction limited the choice of possible special topic candidates in order to achieve success-
fully running courses. Consequently, we decided to focus on simple and easy-to-understand topics like
visualizations of hierarchy, network, eye movement, dynamic graph, publication, and genealogical data, one
for each of the 6 courses. Those could be easily explained, motivated, and understood by students from
various backgrounds.

Moreover, students could be easily motivated to work in such projects since they belong to well-known
fields in information visualization with many illustrative examples and enough literature to do self-studies.
Also, the underlying data structures and the data sources are quite easy to understand; hence, students could
apply formerly learned concepts from the data structures and algorithms course in order to quickly reach the
goal of the programming task. The students were also told that making an interactive visualization available
in a web browser can be interesting for experts and non-experts in the world, while the tool is easily
accessible by just typing in a URL, but also stand-alone tools are accepted. However, web-based tools do not
have the burden of installing extra packages and software for the user, in our case the lecturer who has to
evaluate the visualization projects. We also explained that a written report might result in a scientific
publication in the field of visualization which is a positive side-effect for their CV.

The teaching styles in these courses can be transferred to other courses as long as a programming project
is the goal of the course. However, it has to be adapted to the difficulty level of the project and the time
period the course is held. The evaluation of the teaching effects is achieved by the written reports and the
recorded presentation videos which showed the lecturer that the topic was understood and the visualization
project was successful. Moreover, the source code of the implemented tool together with a tutorial showed
that the tool was running and applicable to the given dataset scenario.

Finally, since these courses were taught in this style for the first time and we could not judge if they run
properly, we also left some options from the teaching perspective. In case the project task was too difficult,
we could easily reduce the amount of implementation work by taking out several subtasks. On the other
hand, if the task was too easy and trivial, students could do more. Actually, we did some kind of pilot study
with a master student and a PhD student (Sect. 5.1) before starting the courses to estimate the workload (see
Fig. 2). However, to pass the courses, the students had to solve the basic tasks, but the freedom in this course
allowed them to do much more. In general, the students rated the projects overall positively (see Fig. 3 for
two courses of category TS1 and TS2) while they also indicated that it is very relevant for their study
program (see Fig. 4 for TS1).
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3.2 Enrolling in the courses

Students could start enrolling in the courses 5 months before the kick-off meeting (TS1) or the first lecture
(TS2). They got some information about the courses like a preliminary schedule, ECTS points, the general
project description (without many details), and we also told them how they can get their final grade, of
which parts it is composed, and how which criteria have to be fulfilled to reach the maximum amount of
points in each grading part.

To enroll in the courses, we used the university-internal Osiris information system that supports the
students to enroll in their courses. Moreover, it tells them what is required in order to pass a course.

The conversation with the corresponding lecturer is done in Canvas, a learning management system that
is used in the academic year in order to guide the teaching process and to handle questions raised by the
students. Moreover, Canvas is providing all the details that are needed to successfully take part in the course.
These detailed descriptions are given for course materials, project groups, assignments, submission dead-
lines, grades, frequently asked questions, discussions, and many more. It can be used as an online tool for
face-to-face education and to handle upcoming questions as fast as possible, i.e., students and lecturers do
not have to wait until lecturing hours to find solutions to problems and challenges.

Finally, 687 students enrolled in the 6 courses, 498 male and 189 female students, typically with a
computer science or data science background. Most of those mentioned that they are familiar with

Fig. 2 The level of difficulty in the teaching strategies varies a bit, but the averages are quite similar, i.e., the chosen scenario
was neither too easy nor too difficult. a The teaching strategy TS1, b the teaching strategy TS2

Fig. 3 The rating for the teaching strategies on a scale from 1 to 10 (while 10 is excellent) shows a positive result for both TS1
(a) and TS2 (b)

Fig. 4 The relevance of this special project (hierarchy visualization, TS1) for the study program
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programming since they visited an earlier course on programming languages and data structures and
algorithms.

3.3 Separation into groups

Building student groups in a programming course is a challenging task. For us, there were three different
ways to do that. Students might be grouped randomly, they might group themselves, but they might also be
grouped by looking at previously visited programming courses. Each of the groupings has benefits and
drawbacks; however, for TS1 we decided to base the grouping on the programming skills and experiences
from previously visited programming courses since the project work is based on a programming and
implementation task. For TS2, we let the students build the project groups by themselves.

We look into the major aspects that are given by how easy or difficult it is to solve the programming task
and what is the maximum learning effect the students can have from such courses. Moreover, collaboration
is very important in the courses since this reflects a real-world scenario, for example, when later working in
industry in a much larger project, hence not an individual student should do most of the work, but we try to
observe the group work as much as possible while letting as much freedom as possible. Based on the
students’ feedback, we can argue that most of them were satisfied with the group building (see Fig. 5 for
TS1).

• Random groups People do not know each other, and it can take a quite long time to get familiar with
each other. Moreover, planning meetings can be a challenge if students have different courses right from
the beginning. Experiencing with everybody’s programming skills can lead to the fact that in the first
few weeks not much can be done for the actual project. However, the learning rate can be quite steep
once they have tackled the effort to get started.

• Self-built groups People know each other, and they are quite familiar from the beginning. However,
students might take the given programming task not seriously enough and hence, also here a lot of time
can be wasted in the first few weeks. A more serious aspect comes from the fact that students worked
together in pervious courses and hence, the same ones do the difficult work, hence, the learning rate can
be quite low, although they might manage to solve the task finally.

• Grade-based groups Putting the strong ones (based on their programming skills) together in project
groups as well as the weak ones in other project groups is a fruitful concept. The chance of knowing each
other is rather low and the freedom of the visualization project lets the good ones build excellent
projects. In most cases, everybody can participate in the programming task of the project. Hence, the
programming is pretty easy for them, but the learning rate is increased by themselves since they start
searching for even more ideas to implement. For the weaker ones, it is much more difficult to implement
the project, but they have to collaborate much more to plan and implement their project work to pass the
course. Moreover, the learning rate is pretty high since they have to experiment and train much more
than the stronger ones, i.e., those with more programming experience.

In all scenarios, there is a group leader who first collects knowledge about all group members and then finds
tasks for everybody that are manageable based on his/her experience levels. In some cases, students must
learn new aspects to extend their knowledge or to start a new experience.

3.4 Kick-off meeting and first lecture

The very first step from a lecturing perspective was the kick-off meeting (TS1) or the first lecture (TS2), i.e.,
all students had to be present to get informed about the project and the task to be solved. Since the number of
students was pretty large and there was not a single room available in which all of them fit, the kick-off
meetings had been given twice in a row in smaller conference rooms. For TS2 and the first lectures, we did
not have this problem because the student numbers were a bit smaller. Each of the kick-off sessions lasted

Fig. 5 Satisfaction with the way the groups were established: For TS1, the students are very confident. For TS2, the maximum
confidence was nearly 100%
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about 45 min and contained most of the information the students needed to start the project. The kick-off
meetings also contained an introduction into scrum which lasted another 45 min.

Since not all aspects could be explained in enough detail, we provided a written project guide and a
visualization project description in the Canvas system. The students are recommended to read them and to
ask questions in case some points are unclear. Moreover, the students were encouraged to ask questions after
the kick-off meeting and during or after all of the lectures (not only the first one).

From the 687 students enrolled in the courses, 603 showed up in the first meetings. We split them into
groups beforehand and announced that in Canvas in order to inform them about which kick-off meeting they
should attend. After the presentation, students were explicitly asked about questions and if they feel too shy
to ask they could either visit the lecturer’s office, send emails, or start discussions in Canvas. Only a few
questions were asked immediately, with clarification questions about the grading and the provided dataset
being the major ones. We also announced that there was no lecture for TS1, i.e., students had to do self-
study or ask for help. However, for teaching visualization without lectures the students got project-relevant
state-of-the-art reports and extra literature to guide them into the right direction. Positively, in the first week
after the kick-off meeting only three questions have been asked, indicating that the setup and given tasks
seemed to be understandable.

3.5 Scrum

To improve the group collaboration and the distribution of the weekly tasks among the group members, we
explicitly made use of scrum (Mahnic and Drnovscek 2014) for TS1. This agile framework for managing
software development was considered useful for our courses in TS1 (as also mentioned by the students in the
course evaluation, see Sect. 6.4).

Consequently, we also had to teach the students about scrum to successfully apply it over the coming
weeks. For this, we invited an expert from a software company with a long experience in scrumming. Extra
lectures on scrumming were given over the semester after several development phases for all students, for
the supervisors and tutors, as well as for special scrum masters that had to be elected by each of the student
groups.

Scrum is in particular a good concept for our project work since it is designed for three to nine group
members planning to cut down their tasks into subtasks that have to be finished after a certain time period.
These ’sprints’ typically do not last longer than 2 weeks followed by asking for project progress, re-
planning, and finally, stand-up meetings lasting for only several minutes (Mahnic and Drnovscek 2014). The
regular stand-up meetings were useful to inform everybody about the results, hence focusing on collabo-
ration, cooperation, and problem solving. The scrumming activities support the students in learning how to
function as a team since this can be regarded as a real-life scenario and all can benefit from teaching
teamwork.

The scrum master choices were made by each student project group individually, since the group itself
and the elected person know this best in order to efficiently and effectively complete the programming tasks.
However, the scrum master training sessions and the actual practice in the project group helped to identify if
the scrum master choice was correct or not. If problems occurred, the scrum master could be exchanged by
another one.

4 Supervision hierarchy and grading

To better manage the large number of students, we followed a hierarchy-based organization of the project
for TS1 (see Fig. 6). The hierarchy consists of the students on the lowest level, the group with each group
leader supervised by a tutor on the second lowest level, supervisors above them, and finally, the lecturer
(project coordinator) on top serving as the root node of the hierarchy. The setting in the TS1 courses was that
we had one project coordinator with 5 supervisors, each of them is responsible for 2–3 tutors, while each of
the 11 tutors had to supervise 3–4 student groups.

The general idea of the hierarchical structure is that the flow of information can be better controlled and
managed. This means if problems occur on the lowest level, those can be solved in the next higher level, i.e.,
by the tutor. If this is not possible, the next higher level of people is asked, finally, asking the project
coordinator. This structure is also useful to provide new information or announcements from top to bottom,
i.e., vice versa, flowing into the lowest level of the hierarchy.
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4.1 Message flow

We told the students that questions via email can only be asked by the scrum master/group leader and only
on the lowest hierarchy level first for TS1. For TS2, the lecturer should be contacted. This means if problems
occurred they were solved on the lowest level between group leader and tutor, avoiding conversation
conflicts if all group members were enabled to ask or for TS2 by the lecturer. However, in the weekly group-
tutor meetings everybody could ask questions. If tutors were not able to answer, they could ask the
corresponding supervisor and finally, if still no solution is found, the lecturer is asked for help. In rare
situations, students could also break free from this hierarchy and directly ask the lecturer for help, like in the
TS2 scenario.

The hierarchical organization of this supervision process for TS1 was quite successful since the lecturer
was asked only seven questions from students directly over the entire project phase. All of the other several
hundred questions could be managed on the lowest supervision level. For TS2, however, hundreds of
questions have been asked during the lecturing weeks, either in the lecture, after it, by emails, or by students
visiting the lecturer in the office. Consequently, for the lecturer TS2 was more supervision-intensive.

Frequently asked questions were announced in Canvas, but only if the same topic was asked several
times, then we decided to make everybody aware of it. This tremendously reduced the number of emails to
be sent to each group and vice versa.

4.2 Benefits of supervision

In earlier versions of this visualization project-based course, student groups were left alone with the
programming tasks and although they mostly solved the tasks successfully, they also reported difficulties
and challenges. This meant, many more questions were raised, increasing the workload for the lecturer.
However, these courses only consisted of up to 50 students and 10 project groups, but the courses described
here have a larger scale and hence, a better supervision process has to be tried out.

The supervision hierarchy has several benefits, with distributing the teaching and grading workload as
the major points. For example, tutors had to visit each student group twice per week for 30 min. In these
meetings, students could mention their progress and which challenges and problems they are facing. In this
process, the tutor could give feedback since the experience level of the tutors was a bit higher than those of
the students. However, tutors were no experts in visualization, nor do they have a lot of programming
experience, meaning also the tutors can ask for advice, for example, the supervisors.

The tutors were the most important part in this hierarchy since they build the interface between teachers
and students. They got direct input in the development process and where the problems arise. Students felt
much safer in TS1 than in TS2 because they had a contact person (see Fig. 7), at least twice per week. For
the stronger groups, the tutor did not have to say much, for the weaker ones the tutor was of great help.
Another benefit of tutoring was the way we handled the effect of keeping each student busy. To proof that,
students had to write minutes for the meetings they made, that had to be handed in to the tutors each week.
The tutor corrected them and only reported the supervisors if problems occurred or students were not willing
to participate or collaborate in the team work.

Fig. 6 For TS1, the supervision hierarchy consists of the lecturer as the topmost element, the supervisors, the tutors, and the
project group with an elected group leader/scrum master
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Following all these principles made grading much easier, fairer, and most important much more time-
efficient for TS1. However, for TS2 the weekly assignments had to be graded which resulted in much more
grading work.

4.3 Final grading

We already announced the grading procedure and how to get the individual grades in Osiris, i.e., when
students enrolled in the course. For TS1, those were in detail 10% for the interim report, 45% for the final
report, 10% for the video presentation, and 35% for the final project, i.e., the source code and the running
interactive visualization tool. For TS2, we split it into four times 25% for the four components: assignments,
written reports (interim and final), video presentation, and final project.

The grading of the written reports was split into two parts for both TS1 and TS2. The students had to
hand in an interim report half-way of not more than 4 pages. This report was read by the lecturer only and
annotated with comments. If it was not understandable or the content was very weak, the grade was reduced
accordingly. The final report was twice as long as the interim report and the grade was based on content,
reproducability, technical descriptions, story, figures, and clarity of presentation. This report was read and
checked by the lecturer, while the grade was not only on the criteria above, but also on the fact if the
students revised the interim report based on the lecturer’s comments. This process is similar to the reviewing
process in academic publications.

The video grading was also straightforward. Each supervisor got the list of videos to watch for TS1.
After 1 week, each video had to be graded based on the five criteria like story, content, agility, under-
standability, and presentation form. For TS2, the lecturer did that by himself.

Also, the final projects could easily be graded since we had the video presentations that showed most of
the working features. We could also get an impression about scalability issues or interactivity by such a live
demo. All supervisors graded the projects for TS1, for TS2 only the lecturer did that. Finally, all grades were
taken into account and last but not least we looked into the peer grading to eventually lower individual
grades based on the fact that students did not take part too much in the group work. However, before
lowering the grade we tried to confirm this by inviting the student to a final oral exam. However, if we got
the impression that a student did not participate at all, we could let him/her fail.

4.4 Staff working hours

The time spent to supervise and grade the students was acceptable which was also caused by our hierarchical
organization for TS1. However, for TS2 the working hours have been spent by just one person, the lecturer.

For TS1, the supervisors worked about 40 h each. The tutors worked about 60 h each including the
scrum training sessions. The lecturer also worked about 60 h including grading and meeting student groups.
Moreover, the scrum expert worked for 10-and-a-half days including developing material and giving
presentations.

In total, all involved people worked about 1000 h to get the course running for TS1, i.e., for lecturing,
supervising, reading, correcting, video watching, grading, and so on. For TS2, the lecturer worked about
200 h in 10 weeks during the course was running.

5 Student project work

There were two different tasks in the courses, the general programming task and the presentation task that
was split into two parts, i.e., the written reports (interim and final) and a video presentation.

The programming task was first given in Osiris, but only the general description leaving out many
details, to not overwhelm the students with too much information right from the beginning. Later on, the

Fig. 7 Satisfaction about the tutor support in TS1
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Canvas webpage was updated in order to inform the students and allow them for questions and feedback. A
very detailed project guide in form of a 10-page pdf file was provided that the students had to read.

The very first personal meeting with the students, the lecturer, the supervisors, and the tutors was useful
to give an overview about the project and further information. Here, also the goal of the project was given
and which tasks the students had to solve to pass the course from the perspective of the implementation.

Since the courses were on visualization, the students had different backgrounds like computer and data
science, also varying programming skills, and no prior knowledge in visualization, it was decided to give
them an easy-to-understand topic based on typical application areas like hierarchy, network, eye movement,
dynamic graph, publication, or genealogical data.

5.1 Programming task

When first discussing the structure of the courses, we decided to base them on interactive visualizations that
might run in a web browser. Our first intention was to let the students build four different visualizations
showing the provided dataset that are interactively linked.

However, before announcing the project details we conducted pilot studies recruiting a second year
bachelor student and a PhD student who is an expert in information visualization. The PhD student could
easily implement the project tasks in one day up to a week, but the bachelor student reported it took several
weeks to implement while several difficulties were detected. The major goal of the pilot studies was to show
us if the task is doable at all, meaning there is at least one way for the students to succeed. In the worst case,
we could get rid of the freedom aspect in the courses again and give the students detailed instructions to
reimplement everything based on the results of the pilot studies. However, this would have reduced the
learning effect in the course.

In some cases and based on the pilot study results, we decided to limit the number of required visual-
izations to only two or three, but they still had to be interactively linked, shown next to each other as in
multiple coordinated views. In our pilot studies, the project was developed by only one person, however, in
the course up to 7 students can collaboratively build the tool by splitting each task into subtasks, hence the
main task might be solved much faster.

We recommended Python, JavaScript, D3, and Bokeh as standard ways to get started and provided some
online tutorials. However, due to the freedom in the course students could decide about their own tech-
nologies and programming languages.

We provided example visualizations (see Fig. 8 for a node-link tree diagram) and gave them literature to
get started. Moreover, we made them familiar with famous webpages surveying visualizations from a certain
topic, for example the TreeVis.net webpage (Schulz 2011) to find inspirations for their hierarchy visual-
izations. Since these are information visualization courses, students could be creative when building their
own visual solutions.

As an extra feature in the implemented tool, it should be possible to upload other datasets that can be
shared with other people in the world, for example, to build visualizations for publications or presentations.

Fig. 8 An example node-link hierarchy visualization to illustrate the students the general concept in one of the visualization
courses for TS1. This example was also used in the kick-off meeting to easily demonstrate how a simple hierarchy visualization
might look like
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5.2 Presentation task

During and after the visualization projects, the students had to write down their results and also present them
in a corresponding video presentation of 5–6 min.

The written report was built by using the VGTC LaTeX templates in order to have similar preconditions
and grading conditions for all of the reports. The interim report was limited to 3-and-a-half up to 4 pages
while only 1 page of figures (total area covered) was allowed. For the final report, 5-and-a-half up to 6 pages
of text and 2 pages of figures had to be generated by revising the interim report and by adding extra features,
e.g., interaction techniques, a data model, a performance testing, or a user evaluation.

Although not explicitly explained, the students did not complain about working with LaTeX, but looking
at the reports they had some trouble with standard problems like hyphenation patterns, references, wrong
capitalization, missing figure captions, and the like. However, most of these issues could be clarified during
the step from the interim report to the final report when attending the face-to-face discussion phase with the
lecturer.

The goal of the written reports is to learn to write academically as early as possible, a task needed all the
time while studying. This is in particular important in other courses but also when writing down the bachelor
and master thesis or even later after they have left the university for industry or academia.

A second way of presentation was the video that they had to record. We did not tell the students how to
produce a video, but everybody owns a mobile phone and can easily produce a video; however, they were
allowed to take more advanced equipment for the video recording. The only restrictions were the time
limitation of 5–6 min, and all students must be visible for a short time in the beginning as an introduction.
Moreover, the grading focuses on agility, content, story, presentation form, and understandability while the
video should be designed in a way to advertise the tool to customers.

The change from 20 to 30 min oral presentations to video presentations tremendously reduced the
amount of hours watching project presentations. Moreover, supervisors could decide when to watch and
grade the videos, i.e., the grading must not be done immediately but teaching assistants could distribute the
work over several days, meaning less fatigue effects occur leading to unfair decisions in the end.

5.3 Weekly tasks and other obligations

Apart from the programming and presentation tasks, students had some weekly tasks to solve for TS1 and
TS2. Since this course is mainly built on group collaboration, it is most important for students to show up in
the regular meetings. To reach this goal for TS1, they had to write down minutes describing exactly what
they did and when they participated. For TS2, they had to solve the weekly assignments which were split
into personal and group assignments.

The minutes had to be handed in to the tutors to keep the correction burden low. These were taken into
account for individual grade modifiers, for example, when team members report on problems with students,
for example, not showing up regularly or not working properly. This information also flows into the peer
grading.

6 Results

In this section, we reflect on the course results in terms of the visualization techniques with interactions,
working hours, final grades, student feedback, problems, and lessons learned in a positive as well as negative
way.

6.1 Final meeting

In the mandatory final meeting, that took place 10 weeks after the kick-off meeting or first lecture, about
91% of the students showed up. The lecturer first started with the project description from the kick-off
meeting or first lecture. Most of the students raised their hands when the lecturer asked if they had learned
how to interpret such topic-specific visualizations which means they learned already a lot from a visual-
ization perspective.

However, the goal of the final meeting was to show the best video presentations and to award the four
best ones based on criteria like scalability, aesthetics, presentation, and final project.
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6.2 Developed visualizations and interactions

Due to the freedom the students had, we got solutions based on several programming languages. Most of the
results were based on Python (82%) and JavaScript (11%) making use of Bokeh and D3, but we also got
other solution, for example, in C??.

In general, the students developed many more solutions than they had to implement in all of the courses.
For the hierarchy visualization topic, for example, the students had to build 2 hierarchy visualizations in
each group, resulting in 80 hierarchy visualizations in total. After 8 weeks of development time they came
up with 125 hierarchy visualizations from nearly any category. Nineteen groups developed 2 visualizations,
8 groups 3 visualizations, 6 groups 4 visualizations, 5 groups 5 visualizations, 1 group 6 visualizations, and
another group even 8 visualizations. We depicted a list of hierarchy visualizations developed by the students
in Fig. 1.

The variety of the number of visualizations showed us that they enjoyed the work. Some students
enjoyed the course and even invented new ones, of which we published already two in conference papers
(Burch et al. 2019a; van de Wetring et al. 2020) and one more is currently under review. Twenty-two of the
visualizations were based on node-link diagrams (Eades 1992), radial and non-radial ones (Burch et al.
2011), 21 on the Sunburst metaphor (Stasko and Zhang 2000), 17 were based on treemaps (Shneiderman
1992), 16 on bubblemaps (Hlawatsch et al. 2014), 9 on Pythagoras trees (Beck et al. 2014; Bosman 2004), 6
on icicle plots (Kruskal and Landwehr 1983), 5 on bubble hierarchies (Grivet et al. 2004), 4 on indented
plots (Burch et al. 2010), while also rare concepts like polygonal Sunburst, a galaxy plot, a level overview,
or a hexagrid were implemented just to mention a few. Some students even tried 3D hierarchy visualizations
(Carrière and Kazman 1995; Kleiberg et al. 2001).

From an interaction perspective (Yi et al. 2007), most of the students integrated typical ones like select,
explore, reconfigure, encode, abstract/elaborate, filter, and connect, although we did not explicitly mention
they should implement all of them. Moreover, also scalability issues were handled in some projects, i.e.,
students experimented with larger hierarchy examples and measured the rendering times as well as the
responsiveness of the interaction techniques.

6.3 Working hours and final grades

Due to the variety of experiences and skills, students also worked differently long for the project, see Fig. 9.
Most of the working hours are close to 140 h which corresponds to the 5 ECTS criterion (1 ECTS
considered 28 h), see Fig. 10.

The final grades of the visualization course were quite positive. In our university, we have a grading
scheme from 10 (outstanding) to 0 (very poor), i.e., 10 is the best grade and at least a 6 is required to pass the
course. 10 and 9 are considered similar to A? in the US grading scheme. From the 687 students, only 54
failed. A total of 101 students got the highest grade of 10, 180 got a 9, 146 an 8, 113 a 7, and 93 a 6.

Fig. 9 The working hours of the students vary a lot, an effect that was mainly caused by the different experience levels and
programming skills. Note that 1 ECTS corresponds to 28 working hours
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6.4 Student feedback

We were very thankful for the students to give feedback for our visualization courses. The course evalu-
ations showed some positive remarks, but also negative ones which are more important for us to improve the
courses for the future.

Some negative aspects are the difficulty to get started, in particular, if students have not much back-
ground in programming, visualization, or web-based development. The students wanted to see more con-
crete examples to get started in the courses. However, having no programming experience at all and
enrolling in programming courses is a tough decision. Another problem was the fact that the chosen
programming language in a project group has to be known by each team member. Finding a good consensus
is a challenging task right from the beginning. Finally, some group members just decided which pro-
gramming language to use as the major one by ignoring the experience of the remaining group members.
Hence, for some group members the programming tasks become much easier than for others.

However, for the next edition of the course we will limit the number of students to those having attended
programming, visualization, and data structures and algorithms courses successfully.

We got more positive feedback than negative one in our visualization course. The students liked the
teaching and learning of practical skills and that they could apply formerly learned concepts and pro-
gramming experiences to a real-world problem. Moreover, they enjoyed the teamwork and the group
forming on programming skills while scrum was a fruitful concept in TS1 to get the group work distributed
and done. However, they also liked the weekly assignments in TS2 but found the weekly lectures sometimes
not needed; hence, we had a quite low number of attendees. Some students mentioned that the hierarchical
supervision structure helped them a lot to find answers to their questions on every difficulty level while they
felt their problems got solved quickly. The given freedom in the course was appreciated by many students
that also left room for creativity which is in particular useful for visualization courses. In general, students
described that they learned a lot in the course and how they tried to tackle the open problem step by step,
testing new technologies and programming languages.

In general, the students claimed that they gained a lot of new knowledge, see Fig. 11 for an example
course in TS1.

6.5 Awards

In the kick-off meeting and first lecture, we announced that the students can get an award for the most
aesthetical and most scalable approach as well as for the best project and the best presentation. This was an
additional engagement factor in the visualization courses and was well accepted by the students mentioned
in the final course evaluation. The 5 supervisors voted for the award winners for TS1 based on predefined

Fig. 10 The effort applied to complete the courses for both teaching strategies corresponds with the number of credit points:
a TS1, b TS2

Fig. 11 Knowledge and skills gained from a course in TS1
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criteria which resulted in clear winners in each award category. For TS2, the lecturer decided about the
winners. The award winners were announced in the final meeting after which the corresponding group
presentation video was shown. Figure 12 shows the winning figure of the aesthetics award for the hierarchy
visualization project.

6.6 Publications

Many visualization conferences provide a way to let students submit their own work in form of a conference
submission. We decided to submit the best ideas and concepts to visualization conferences whenever the
scope of the conference and the call for papers made this possible. However, before submitting the paper, we
improve the writing quality since students do not have that much background in writing scientific papers, but
we were pretty much impressed, how much could be taught, in order to keep the workload low when
revising the written report into a conference submission.

Following this strategy, we got several papers from the visualization courses published at peer-reviewed
well-known visualization conferences and workshops while another paper is currently under review sub-
mitted to another conference. Both TS1 and TS2 led to publications, i.e., for TS1 we published (Burch et al.
2019a; Burch and Melby 2019; van de Wetring et al. 2020) and for TS2 we published (Burch et al.
2019b, c; Kumar et al. 2019). Publications are another kind of project evaluation that show that even
bachelor students can be successful in paper writing, in case they are supervised well enough in visualization
courses.

6.7 Problems

Apart from the many positive points, we also figured out that several problems and challenges occurred that
could not be fixed that easily. But however, the negative points were a learning experience for the teacher
that must be taken into account for the next edition of this course, even if the number of students will be
much higher.

One student group had problems with the programming language, i.e., all of them knew how to program,
but in different languages. The tutor could help out and motivate them to implement in Python since this
language will be used most often in other courses at the university. Also related to the programming
language was the fact that one group decided to switch to another language after a few weeks which meant
they lost some time for the implementation; however, this group managed it to pass the course.

Since this visualization course also included web technologies, some student groups had problems with
getting the tool runnable on a server. However, most of the computer science students managed this problem
on their own by using their own server. They never mentioned they run into problems with that. It turned out
that students not from computer science with less programming background asked for providing a server.
Finally, only one project group could not get the tool running as an online version due to the fact that one
library could not be installed on the university server. Also, this group passed the course since choosing a
strange library due to the freedom in the course was not their fault, i.e., in this case we also accepted the
local version of the tool, but it still had to run in a web browser.

Although we decided to provide as much freedom as possible in the course, we had one group in which
the students complained about the missing rules, restrictions, and guidelines. It took them nearly 4 weeks to
adapt to this teaching style, but then they managed the challenges and passed the course. The reason for this
problems was that these students were typically given strict rules in courses at their home university, they
never had this experience.

Fig. 12 This figure won the aesthetics award for the hierarchy visualization project
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Problems that can always arise in each course come from the fact that students get ill from time to time.
In our courses, we had to merge groups together, but this happened very early in the project, hence not much
had to be changed in the groups, they had to adapt to this new situation. Moreover, one group was managed
by only one student, although the other students were physically present in the meetings. However, they
contributed, but the group leader had a stubborn attitude. The tutor and even the supervisor tried to mitigate
this situation, but it was pretty difficult to solve. For example, they let all students speak during the meetings
and point out their ideas and decisions.

7 Lessons learned and recommendations

Teaching visualization courses with various students from varying backgrounds and programming skills can
be a great fun, not only because the topic of visualization is a good choice since it can be understood easily
and students can be creative. Also, the large number of students gives a teacher the opportunity to exper-
iment with teaching strategies (TS1 and TS2) and to figure out which aspects are liked and which ones
disliked.

But to be successful, several rules have to be taken into account. Although we did these courses in these
styles for the first time, we did not get that many problems as we expected before. The major reason for that
was the freedom for the students, meaning if one way was not working, they tried another one. This is not
possible in courses in which everybody has to use the same programming language, the same visualizations,
and in general, exactly the same rules and restrictions. On the other hand, this freedom also brought some
new challenges, that we tackled with a supervision hierarchy and scrum training sessions for the tutors,
supervisors, and the students for TS1 and weekly assignments and lectures for TS2. We could tackle the
problems when they arose, meaning we more or less took the students by their hands and led them to the
final solution, while we still let them the freedom to do their own decisions and to be creative.

From an engagement perspective, the freedom in the course was the right choice. Also, the active
learning worked, even without having an accompanying weekly lecture. Telling the students the task and the
project goal, they could split the work into project phases and in these phases/sprints they could distribute
the work among the group members. Scrumming helped a lot to reach this goal in TS1. The students
collaborated and cooperated while they solved the weekly problems by themselves, only guided by the
tutors.

Grouping the strong students and the weak ones from a programming experience perspective was the
right decision for TS1, in TS2 we had some problems with group building but that also worked. This was
also mentioned in the course evaluation. This grouping procedure in TS1 did not lead to the typical problem
of the fact that weak students hide behind the strong ones in a project group. This also meant that the
different skill levels in the whole course can be handled easier since students feel more accepted in groups
with similar experience levels. We actually split the course into small subcourses of different skill levels
while in each group the levels are similar.

The supervision hierarchy was a great success in TS1. Questions and problems could be solved on the
lowest supervision level, by the student assistants/tutors. A benefit of the tutor supervision is that each tutor
knows the group members quite well after a few weeks, which is not possible if only one teacher has to do
this job. Moreover, in cases the tutors were not able to answer the questions, the supervisors on the next
hierarchy level could help, if not the lecturer managed the problem and announced it as frequently asked
question or problem in Canvas that everybody could read about it. Another benefit of the supervision
hierarchy is that the final grading became fair, it was very unlikely that students did not participate in the
course while still getting a high grade. Everybody had to work regularly and had to hand in minutes and
reports. To make the grading even fairer, we asked for peer grading and checked the students who got bad
grades by their team members.

8 Conclusion and future work

We developed an education concept for large visualization courses with many students. We tested two
teaching strategies, but we cannot say that one was in favor of the other. Both teaching strategies led to the
common goal. However, from the number of hours spent, TS2 was more efficient, but the evaluation results
were a bit worse than for TS1, but still on a similar level. The courses were considered successful since the
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learning objectives have been reached and also the students/teacher liked the course and gave a good
teaching evaluation. In particular, the number of created visualizations indicated that the students liked the
courses. Only a small percentage of students failed, while the learning effect was immense, for both
information visualization, interaction, and even web development, but also for the improvement of the
programming skills. Moreover, and most important is the fact that students practiced how to collaborate in a
group of people typically not knowing each other before. As a positive side-effect, we even published
several of the student projects at well-known visualization and eye tracking conferences. For future work,
we will have the same course again in a few months, but this time at a different scale, with 284 students.
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